Wily Intruder

Researchers have discovered the immune mechanism that causes tissue damage in the most common sexually transmitted disease in the U.S.

Riding Rhinos

**Video:** HMS Professor Alfred Goldberg reminisces about his days as a young scientist working with James Watson and two future Nobel laureates.

Impact Study

A new study of college and pro basketball players will measure on-court stresses to better understand injuries.

Featured Events

**02.20.18** Better Together: Dialogue—picturing diversity, creating community. Gordon Hall, Waterhouse Rm., 4 p.m.

**02.22.18** Covert Consciousness and Civil Rights: Re-thinking old presumptions about brain injury, TMEC, Rm. 250, 12:30 p.m.

Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean's Blog

Harvard Medicine magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publishing

Needle in a Datasack

A classics professor and a bioinformat-ician walk into a party—and find a way to solve an old problem.
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